In this paper, we deduce the paraxial analytical expression for the Gaussian beam propagating in the sandwich slab system which contained double negative material based on light transfer matrix and generalized Huygens-Fresnel integral equation; the evolution properties of emerging Gaussian beam contourgraph intensity distribution on the receiver plane, the relation between beam spot size and negative refractive index coefficient, and beam side transmission view inslab system changed with three negative refractive index parameters are illustrated through numerical examples. What is more, we propose a ring resonator sensor to measure the concentration of NaCl solution on the basis of above theory, of which the operating principle is deliberately analyzed, the influence of the convex mirror curvature radius on the emerging beam evolution is acquired, the functional relation between the normalized central intensity of the emerging beam, the beam spot size, and NaCl solution concentration is further developed by fit linear method, and the mathematical statistics results reach high precision and linearity. It is expected that the proposed ring resonator sensor and the corresponding conclusions can be useful for precise optical measurement, especially for food safety inspection and medical services of health care.

1. Introduction

The ring resonator [1, 2] is one of the significant appliances in laser optics. It is a kind of traveling wave resonator owning the advantages of low noise, the single frequency wave output, and good frequency characteristic. Meanwhile, this ring resonator can effectively suppress the standing wave effect and the spatial hole burning, which can be widely used in developing high precision laser measurement, precision spectroscopy, frequency measurement, and coherent information processing. Ring resonator structure is an effective method to obtain high power traveling wave laser in a variety of optical precision detection fields; most sensors, such as four frequency differential laser gyros [3] and fiber interferometer filter [4], are composed partially by making use of it. These sensors, which possess the properties of high accuracy, strong ability to resist severe environment, long-lasting life spans, and broad dynamic range [5, 6], are widely applied to measure the physical quantity [7], biochemical quantity [8], biomass parameter [9], and so on.

In recent years, attractive attention has been paid to metamaterials, the so-called negative index materials (NIMs) [10-13]. Double negative material (DNM) [14] with simultaneously permittivity $\varepsilon$ and permeability $\mu$ is also known as left handed material (LHM), whose unusual electromagnetic (EM) properties were firstly proposed by Veselago [15]. In addition, there are single negative materials (SNMs) among which only one of the EM parameters is negative; these materials include the epsilon negative media (ENGM, $\varepsilon < 0$, $\mu > 0$) and the mu negative media (MNGM, $\varepsilon > 0$, $\mu < 0$) [16, 17]. NIMs have many markedly novel phenomena, for instance, large negative lateral shift [18], beam focusing and phase compensation [19], negative refraction EM energy [20], reverse Doppler Effect [21], inverse Cerenkov radiation [22], etc. These novel characteristics are widely employed in designing periodic-structure like the photonic crystal [23] and optical thin film coating [24]. For instance, Pendry once put forward a sandwich slab system in 2000, and he found that the most remarkable application of DNM in the middle of right handed materials (RHMs) is the concept of perfect...
lens, which can achieve subwavelength image beyond the diffraction limit [25]. More recently, Kang et al. researched the resonant modes in periodic sandwiched photonic multiple quantum well structures (PSPMQWSs) with SNM; they concluded that the omnidirectional resonance modes can be realized by applying two different photonic crystals which contained SNM, and the resonance modes inside the zero-effective phase gap of the PSPMQWSs are insensitive to the incident angle and the scaling of the barrier photonic crystals [26]. We note that the most commonly used incident beam for studying the interaction between light and sandwich slab system is the plane wave or linearly polarized beam, while the resonator is one of the key components of a laser, and the fundamental of the optical resonator theory is the Gaussian beam (GB). GB and its research products have been widely applied to science and technology, communication, and medicine and other fields with the development of high technology and physical optics [27–29].

In this letter, we mainly study the optical properties of the emerging GB propagating in ring resonator sensor; beam evolution in the sandwich slab system is also deduced as particular case in the coming section. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: firstly, the general propagation formula of the GB propagating through the paraxial optical system is calculated in the space domain by light transfer matrix and generalized Huygens-Fresnel integral equation in Section 2. Then, in Section 3, the GB intensity profiles on emergent intersecting surface of slab system and side view of this beam transmitting in each RHM and DNM unit are explored; the emerging beam spot size changed with negative refractive index coefficient is acquired as well. Furthermore, a ring resonator sensor which can detect the concentration of NaCl solution is designed for what is convinced of to be the first time. Finally, some important conclusions are summarized in Section 4.

2. Physical Model and Formula

The schematic drawing of periodic sandwich slab system is depicted in Figure 1; it is made of two different kinds of textures, the medium layer with red colour stands for RHM, and the light green material stuck between two RHMs is NIM; here we choose isotropic DNM with its relative permittivity and permeability given by the Drude model [30]

\[
\varepsilon_r(\omega) = 1 - \frac{\omega_p^2}{\omega^2}, \quad (1)
\]

\[
\mu_r(\omega) = 1 - \frac{\omega_m^2}{\omega^2}, \quad (2)
\]

where \( \omega_p \) and \( \omega_m \) are the electric plasma frequency and the magnetic plasma frequency, respectively, the frequency \( \gamma = \omega/(2\pi) \) is measured in \( 10^9 \text{ THz} \), with \( \omega \) being the angular frequency of the input wave, and the length of each DNM unit is \( L \). In general, the formula for the refractive index of DNM is described as follows:

\[
n_l = -\sqrt{\varepsilon_r(\omega) \cdot \mu_r(\omega)}. \quad (3)
\]

FIGURE 1: Light path schematic drawing of the sandwich slab system which contained DNM.

With regard to RHM, the refractive index and the length of each unit are \( n_r \) and \( R \), respectively.

Considering a cluster of GBs that transmit from point O along the direction of arrow, the electric field at original location (point O) can be described [31]

\[
E_1(x_0, y_0, z = 0) = \exp \left( -\frac{x_0^2 + y_0^2}{\omega_0^2} \right), \quad (4)
\]

where \( \omega_0 \) is beam waist radius; \( x_0 \) and \( y_0 \) are horizontal size and vertical size in the initial location. The normalized beam intensity distribution in any paraxial intersecting surface of the slab system can be described by the generalized Huygens-Fresnel integral equation [32, 33]

\[
E_2(x, y, z) = \left( -\frac{i}{\lambda B} \right) e^{ikz} \iint E_1(x_0, y_0, 0) \cdot e^{\left( \frac{i k}{2 B}[A(x_0^2 + y_0^2) + D(x^2 + y^2) - 2(x x_0 + y y_0)] \right) dx_0 dx_y}, \quad (5)
\]

where \( \lambda = 632.8 \text{nm} \) is the wavelength of the GB and \( k = 2\pi/\lambda \) is the wave number. \( A, B, C, \) and \( D \) are the elements of the total transfer matrix \( T \) [34, 35]

\[
T = \begin{pmatrix} A & B \\ C & D \end{pmatrix}. \quad (6)
\]

While each linear optical element also has its transmission matrix, e.g.,

\[
L(x) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & x \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \quad (7)
\]

expresses the transfer matrix of wave traveling \( x \) distance in the free space,

\[
Q(n_r, n_l) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & \frac{n_r}{n_l} \end{pmatrix} \quad (8)
\]
denotes transfer matrix of RHM-DNM interface when beam propagates from RHM into DNM slab. Similarly, DNM-RHM interface transfer matrix is

$$Q(n_l, n_r) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & n_l/n_r \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hfill (9)

$$R(f) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ -1/f & 1 \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hfill (10)

denotes transfer matrix of wave reflecting in a concave mirror, where \(f = r/2\) indicates its focal length and \(r\) is curvature radius of the concave mirror.

By cross-producing these matrices in accordance with the order of the wave transmission, we obtain the electric field distribution equation of GB propagating through the paraxial slab system in space domain

$$E_x(x, y, z) = \frac{(ik/2B)}{1/\omega_0^2 + ikA/2B \left( x^2 + y^2 \right)} \exp \left[ (kx/B)^2 + (ky/B)^2 \right] \frac{1}{4(1/\omega_0^2 + ikA/2B)} \cdot \exp \left[ -\frac{\left( kx/\omega_0 \right)^2 + (ky/\omega_0)^2}{4(1/\omega_0^2 + ikA/2B)} \right].$$  \hfill (11)

The beam spot radius can be deduced as the following form:

$$\omega_z = \omega_0 \sqrt{ \frac{A^2 + \left( \frac{B\lambda}{2\mu_0} \right)^2}{\left( \frac{B\lambda}{2\mu_0} \right)^2} },$$  \hfill (12)

and the beam intensity is easily received by using complex conjugate of \(E_x(x, y, z)\)

$$I = \frac{n_l}{2c\mu_0} \left| E_x(x, y, z) \right|^2 \propto \left| E_x(x, y, z) \right|^2,$$  \hfill (13)

where \(c\) and \(\mu_0\) are the speed of light and permeability in vacuum and \(n_l\) denotes the refractive index of wave propagating in free space.

### 3. Results and Discussion

Firstly, we exhibit transverse normalized intensity distribution of GB before and after wave passing through the whole slab system \((ABA)_m\) with three negative refractive indexes, where \(A\) and \(B\) stand for RHM and DNM, respectively, \(m=1\) is for the sake of simulation. Here, we choose lossless DNM and its related parameters are set as \(\omega_p = \omega_{pm} = 2\pi v \times \sqrt{2}, 2\pi v \times 2.55,\) and \(2\pi v \times 2.55\), and \(2\pi v \times 2.55\), and \(2\pi v \times 2.55\), leading to corresponding refractive indexes \(n_l = 1.00, 1.55,\) and \(-2.10\), respectively. \(n_{l}=1.55\) fixed, \(\omega_0 = 0.19\text{mm},\) the Rayleigh length of this beam is \(Z_R = \pi/\omega_0^2 / \lambda = 4.9646\text{cm},\) and \(R = 2.5Z_R\) and \(L = 5.0Z_R\) remain unchanged. It is easily recognized from Figures 2(a) and 2(b) that the incident GB and emerging GB outline look exactly alike while DNM \(n_l = -n_r = -1.55.\) When \(n_l = -2.1,\) the emerging beam maximum intensity slightly decreases along with the increased spot size seen from colour bar of Figure 2(b2). With regard to \(n_l = -1.0\) in Figure 2(b3), not merely the emerging beam maximum intensity decays to 0.24 of the incident beam, but also the spot size increases considerably on output intersecting surface; thus, the output beam quality is relatively poor. The emerging beam spot radius changed with negative refractive index coefficient is also displayed in Figure 2(c).

In order to show how wave transmits from RHM to DNM, we further display the side intensity view of GB propagating in \((ABA)_3\) with three negative refractive indexes in Figure 3; pale yellow arrow lines show the material boundaries. It is easily discovered from Figure 3(a) that the spot size enlarges while wave propagates in RHM; when it passes through the RHM-DNM interface, the GB undergoes negative refraction; put another way, both incident beam and refracted beam are on the same side of the interface normal; then, beam radius gradually shrink to its original feature and increases again in the rest of the first DNM. When \(n_l = -n_r = -1.55, R = 2.5Z_R,\) and \(R: L = 1:2.1,\) enlarged spot size could be compensated exactly while GB transmits in the adjacent material; hence, the intensity profiles of incident beam and emerging beam are completely the same, the corresponding beam evolution principle diagram is depicted in Figure 3(a2). As to \(n_l = -2.1, R = 2.5Z_R,\) and \(L = 5.0Z_R,\) the location of the incident beam profile reappeared in DNM is longer than \(2.5Z_G;\) therefore, the emerging beam diverges slightly at the end of second RHM in Figure 3(b1). Now, we need to illustrate the accurate location while beam goes back to its original profile in the middle DNM; when GB passes through the first RHM and DNM, the transfer matrix \(T\) can be indicated as

$$T = \begin{pmatrix} A & B \\ C & D \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & n_l \end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & n_l \end{pmatrix} \times \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hfill (14)

Substituting \(R = 2.5Z_R, n_l = 1.55,\) and \(n_l = -2.10\) into (14), the analytical transmission matrix element \(B\) can be expressed as

$$B = \frac{10}{21} L + \frac{625 \cdot \pi}{24521}.$$  \hfill (15)

and thus, the accurate location to compensate beam divergence in RHM is \(3.5Z_R,\) and the length of total DNM is \(L = 2 \times 3.5Z_R = 7.0Z_R;\) we depict the sandwich slab system with \(R = 2.5Z_R,\) and \(L = 7.0Z_R\) arranged in Figure 3(b2); it is clearly seen that the emerging beam intensity gets back to its original feature at the end of RHM. Inversely, the accurate location for \(n_l = -1.0, R = 2.5Z_R\) is shorter than \(2.5Z_R\) while beam goes back to its original profile in DNM, and the spot size more than double increases at the end of DNM if \(L = 5.0Z_R\) fixed; therefore, the emerging beam could not come back to its original feature, as shown in Figure 3(c1). By substituting
Figure 2: Optical parameters of GB versus different negative refractive indexes with $m=1$, $\omega_0=0.1\times10^{-3}$ m, $n_r=1.55$, $Z_R=4.9646$ cm, $L=5.0Z_R$, $R=2.5Z_R$, and $\lambda=632.8$ nm fixed: (a1) incident beam distribution, 1D; (a2) incident beam distribution, 2D; (b1) emerging beam distribution, DNM $\omega_p=\omega_m=2\pi\sqrt{\frac{1.55}{2}}$; (b2) emerging beam distribution, DNM $\omega_p=\omega_m=2\pi\sqrt{\frac{3.1}{2}}$ and (b3) emerging beam distribution, DNM $\omega_p=\omega_m=2\pi\sqrt{\frac{2}{2}}$; (c) beam spot size distribution curve.
Figure 3: Side view of GB propagating in each RHM and DNM unit successively with three kinds of DNMs, \(\omega_0=0.1\times10^{-3}\) m, \(n_r=1.55\), \(Z_R=4.9646\) cm, and \(\lambda=632.8\) nm fixed: (a1) DNM \(\omega_{pe}=\omega_{pm}=2\pi\times\sqrt{2.35}\); (a2) principle diagram of the emerging GB comes back to its original feature; (b1) DNM \(\omega_{pe}=\omega_{pm}=2\pi\times\sqrt{3.1}\); (b2) beam transmission in sandwich slab system, \(R=2.5Z_R, L=7.0Z_R\); (c1) DNM \(\omega_{pe}=\omega_{pm}=2\pi\times\sqrt{2}\) and (c2) beam transmission in sandwich slab system, \(R=2.5Z_R, L=3.4Z_R\).
In this subsection, we propose a ring resonator sensor to measure the concentration of NaCl based on the above theories. In general, there are two independent-positive and negative-traveling wave modes in a bidirectional ring resonator; unidirectional ring resonators are also widely available and have higher output power [36]. Rotatory components which form and split the left and right circular polarization modes in ring cavity [37] ensure the stable output signal of laser with lower loss and backscatter. Besides, the prism, including plane mirror and concave mirror, and active medium [38] are also indispensable elements for this ring resonator. Concave mirror can realize beam focusing and cavity stabilization, while the plane mirror is used to change the direction of wave path. We choose the He-Ne laser, collimating lens, and focusing lens to guide the GB into this ring resonator; the schematic diagram of this ring resonator is shown in Figure 4 [39]. Mirror A and Mirror B represent plane mirrors; Mirror C, Mirror D are the concave mirrors with radius of curvature $r=0.2$m, the single cavity length is $l=0.2$m, He-Ne laser with its output wavelength $\lambda=632.8$nm installed outside of the whole cavity, the sandwich slab system (ABA) is located in the center of the two concave mirrors, here, $A$ is the space resounded with NaCl solution, $B$ stands for DNM with its $n_l=-1.55$ fixed, $L=2Z_R$, and $R=Z_R$ so as to match the standard size of ring resonator sensor.

We begin to discuss the influence of the concave mirror curvature radius on the evolution of the emerging beam while GB propagates a circle in the ring resonator along the arrow line marked in Figure 4. The equivalent lens sequence diagram of ring resonator for $r \rightarrow \infty$ and $r=0.2$m is depicted in Figure 5. As we know, the concave mirror will convert into the plane mirror in the condition of $r \rightarrow \infty$, at this time, the transfer matrix in (10) degrades into

$$R(f \rightarrow \infty) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Hence, the GB transmission characteristics in the ring resonator are installed with four plane mirrors more like that in the sandwich slab, except for the extra transmission distance in free space, as shown in Figure 5(a). The corresponding beam intensity distribution for $r \rightarrow \infty$ and $r=0.2$m is demonstrated in Figure 6 as well. We can come to the conclusion that the smaller the curvature radius is, the

$R=2.5Z_R$, $n_s=1.55$, and $n_l=-1.00$ into (14), analytical transfer matrix element $B$ can be also written as

$$B = -L + \frac{625 \cdot \pi}{24521},$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

and thus, the length of the middle DNM is $L=2\times1.7Z_R=3.4Z_R$. The side intensity view of GB propagating in this structural model with $R=2.5Z_R$ and $L=3.4Z_R$ is demonstrated in Figure 3(c2); the simulation result agrees well with our theoretical analysis.

In this subsection, we propose a ring resonator sensor to measure the concentration of NaCl based on the above theories. In general, there are two independent-positive and negative-traveling wave modes in a bidirectional ring resonator; unidirectional ring resonators are also widely available and have higher output power [36]. Rotatory components which form and split the left and right circular polarization modes in ring cavity [37] ensure the stable output signal of laser with lower loss and backscatter. Besides, the prism, including plane mirror and concave mirror, and active medium [38] are also indispensable elements for this ring resonator. Concave mirror can realize beam focusing and cavity stabilization, while the plane mirror is used to change the direction of wave path. We choose the He-Ne laser, collimating lens, and focusing lens to guide the GB into this ring resonator; the schematic diagram of this ring resonator is shown in Figure 4 [39]. Mirror A and Mirror B represent plane mirrors; Mirror C, Mirror D are the concave mirrors with radius of curvature $r=0.2$m, the single cavity length is $l=0.2$m, He-Ne laser with its output wavelength $\lambda=632.8$nm installed outside of the whole cavity, the sandwich slab system (ABA) is located in the center of the two concave mirrors, here, $A$ is the space resounded with NaCl solution, $B$ stands for DNM with its $n_l=-1.55$ fixed, $L=2Z_R$, and $R=Z_R$ so as to match the standard size of ring resonator sensor.

We begin to discuss the influence of the concave mirror curvature radius on the evolution of the emerging beam while GB propagates a circle in the ring resonator along the arrow line marked in Figure 4. The equivalent lens sequence diagram of ring resonator for $r \rightarrow \infty$ and $r=0.2$m is depicted in Figure 5. As we know, the concave mirror will convert into the plane mirror in the condition of $r \rightarrow \infty$, at this time, the transfer matrix in (10) degrades into

$$R(f \rightarrow \infty) = \begin{pmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{pmatrix}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

Hence, the GB transmission characteristics in the ring resonator are installed with four plane mirrors more like that in the sandwich slab, except for the extra transmission distance in free space, as shown in Figure 5(a). The corresponding beam intensity distribution for $r \rightarrow \infty$ and $r=0.2$m is demonstrated in Figure 6 as well. We can come to the conclusion that the smaller the curvature radius is, the
larger the maximum beam intensity is formed, because the focusing ability of a concave mirror is strengthened with the decreasing of curvature radius.

Now, let us discuss how to measure the concentration of NaCl by using the ring resonator sensor. When GB propagates a circle along the allow line marked in Figure 4, the contour profiles for purified water and 25% NaCl solution on output intersecting surface plane of Mirror B are exhibited in Figure 7. Visually, the central bright intensity of 25% NaCl solution is larger than that of purified water discerned from colour bar. With regard to spot size, the quantity value of purified water is a bit bigger, which can be detected by CCD or oscillograph.

In order to have a better understanding of the operating principle of this ring resonator sensor, let us expand the analysis as follows.

The empirical formula between NaCl concentration and its refractive index is [40]

$$N = 1.3331 + 0.00185 \times C,$$

(18)

where $N$ is refractive index and $C$ is NaCl concentration. When various kinds of NaCl solution are filled with space A, the relation between normalized maximum intensity, the spot size, and solution refractive index is displayed in Figure 8. It is acquired that the central maximum intensity gradually becomes larger with the increasing of refractive index of NaCl.
solution; by contrast, the larger the refractive index of NaCl solution is, the smaller the spot size is formed, indicating that the NaCl concentration can affect the evolution of the GB as well as other RHM. What is more, both the curves in Figure 8 possess good linear features, which provides reliable guarantee for next precise measurements. In the next moment, the normalized central GB intensity and beam spot size on plane Mirror B cross section changed with a series of NaCl concentration are illustrated as well. The ultimateness is exhibited in Figure 9 and reaches high linearity in coincidence with our assumption. We make use of fit linear method to exhibit the function equation between normalized maximum intensity of emerging GB intensity, its spot size value, and NaCl solution concentration; the quantitative function formulae are

\[ I = 0.00198 \times C + 0.75733, \quad (19) \]

where \( I \) signifies normalized central intensity. The statistics of Adjusted R-square and Residual Sum of Squares of this formula reach 0.99997 and 7.67857 \( \times 10^{-8} \). And

\[ \omega_z = 4.91625 - 0.00606 C, \quad (20) \]

and the statistics parameters of above formula are 0.99983 and 3.56536 \( \times 10^{-6} \), respectively. Just as we described above, this ring resonator sensor demonstrates excellent linear correlation and statistics; we are certain that the rational using of it in concentration detection will become a necessary and useful supplement to the chemical sensor.

To the best of our knowledge, this ring resonator sensor can probe other solutions like sucrose, Na\(_2\)CO\(_3\), and so on in so far as the parameters of intercept and slope of (19) and (20) are adjusted. It is expected that the proposed ring resonator sensor and the corresponding conclusions can be

**Figure 8**: Relation between optical parameters of GB and NaCl solution refractive index, \( \omega_0 = 0.1 \times 10^{-3} \) m, \( n_r = 1.55 \), \( \omega_{pm} = 2\pi \times \sqrt{2.55} \), \( Z_R = 4.9646 \) cm, \( L = 2Z_R \), \( R = Z_R \), \( l = 0.2 \) m, \( r = 0.2 \) m, and \( \lambda = 632.8 \) nm fixed: (a) beam intensity distribution curve; (b) beam spot size curve.

**Figure 9**: Relation between optical parameters of GB and NaCl solution concentration, \( \omega_0 = 0.1 \times 10^{-3} \) m, \( n_r = 1.55 \), \( \omega_{pm} = 2\pi \times \sqrt{2.55} \), \( Z_R = 4.9646 \) cm, \( L = 2Z_R \), \( R = Z_R \), \( l = 0.2 \) m, \( r = 0.2 \) m, and \( \lambda = 632.8 \) nm fixed: (a) beam intensity distribution curve; (b) beam spot size curve.
useful for precise optical measurement, especially for food safety inspection and medical services of health care.

4. Summary

In conclusion, we have researched the evolution of GB propagating in the sandwich slab system based on the light transfer matrix and generalized Huygens-Fresnel integral equation. It is revealed that the emerging GB can come back to its original feature by using the sandwich slab system which contained negative index material as long as the negative refractive index $n_l = -n_r$ and each unit length $R = \lambda R = 1:2:1$; while $n_l \neq n_r$, the larger $\text{abs}(n_l)$ is, the longer DNM is needed to achieve emerging beam reconstruction and vice versa. The emerging beam spot size changed with negative refractive index coefficient is also acquired. Meanwhile, we propose a ring resonator sensor to measure the concentration of NaCl, whose operating principle, especially the influence of the concave mirror curvature radius on the emerging beam evolution, is deliberatively analyzed. The functional relation between normalized central intensity, beam spot size, and NaCl solution concentration is given by (19) and (20), respectively, and assuredly reaches high precision and linearity. It is expected that the proposed ring resonator sensor and the corresponding conclusions can be useful for precise optical measurement, especially for food safety inspection and medical services of health care.
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